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Abstract—As an emerging service architecture, microservice enables decomposition of a monolithic web service into a set of

independent lightweight services which can be executed independently. With mobile edge computing, microservices can be further

deployed in edge clouds dynamically, launched quickly, and migrated across edge clouds easily, providing better services for users in

proximity. However, the user mobility can result in frequent switch of nearby edge clouds, which increases the service delay when

users move away from their serving edge clouds. To address this issue, this article investigates microservice coordination among edge

clouds to enable seamless and real-time responses to service requests from mobile users. The objective of this work is to devise the

optimal microservice coordination scheme which can reduce the overall service delay with low costs. To this end, we first propose a

dynamic programming-based offline microservice coordination algorithm, that can achieve the globally optimal performance. However,

the offline algorithm heavily relies on the availability of the prior information such as computation request arrivals, time-varying channel

conditions and edge cloud’s computation capabilities required, which is hard to be obtained. Therefore, we reformulate the

microservice coordination problem using Markov decision process framework and then propose a reinforcement learning-based online

microservice coordination algorithm to learn the optimal strategy. Theoretical analysis proves that the offline algorithm can find the

optimal solution while the online algorithm can achieve near-optimal performance. Furthermore, based on two real-world datasets, i.e.,

the Telecom’s base station dataset and Taxi Track dataset from Shanghai, experiments are conducted. The experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed online algorithm outperforms existing algorithms in terms of service delay and migration costs, and the

achieved performance is close to the optimal performance obtained by the offline algorithm.

Index Terms—Microservice, mobile edge computing, coordination, delay, migration
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1 INTRODUCTION

DRIVEN by container technology, microservice architecture
can decompose a monolithic web service into a set of

lightweight serviceswhich can be executed independently [1],
[2], [3]. Compared with monolithic architecture, microservice
architecture can bring flexibility and scalability because indi-
vidual microservice can be deployed, migrated, and removed
on demand during runtime [4], [5]. Therefore, it has drawn
great attention fromboth academia and industry. For instance,
many enterprises are replacing monolithic architecture by
microservice architecture, such as Facebook, AT&T,Amazon,1

Netflix,2 and Uber.3 On the network side, mobile edge com-
puting emerges as a new network architecture, where edge
clouds are deployed at base stations by endowing the latter
with cloud functionalities [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Combining
microservice architecture with mobile edge computing has
attracted much attentions. Microservices in edge clouds can
provide proximity services for nearby mobile users with low
delay.Moreover, they can be deployeddynamically, launched
quickly, andmigrated easily on demand.

Along with the aforementioned benefits come the great
challenges. Due to the limited coverage of an edge cloud
and high user mobility (e.g., autonomous vehicles), the ser-
vice delay can be greatly deteriorated when users move
away from their serving edge clouds [12], [13]. It is of signif-
icance yet very challenging to ensure that moving users can
still receive services with low delay. However, the majority
of existing studies on microservice deployment and sched-
uling only deal with a static network and fixed service
requests [14], [15], [16]. The dynamically changing resource
availability and service requests related to user mobility are
seldom considered in mobile edge computing environment.
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To address this issue, service migration is proposed, which
deals with whether, how, and where the service should be
migrated when users change their locations [17], [18], [19],
[20]. However, they only focus on migration of a single ser-
vice, without considering other deployed services that can
serve mobile users and fail to fully utilize the dynamic net-
work resources.

In mobile edge computing, the coordination of microser-
vices deployed across edge clouds plays a significant role in
providing seamless and real-time services to mobile users.
It requires that the running microservices on some edge
clouds can be deployed quickly in any edge cloud. The criti-
cal question is how to choose the optimal edge cloud to run
the microservices for mobile users. Specifically, microser-
vice coordination in mobile edge computing is mainly to
determine which edge cloud should perform the microser-
vices, taking into account the user mobility and the dynam-
ics in the network.

A sample scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1, where an autono-
mous vehicle detects cars, pedestrians, cyclists, road signs,
and other objects in real time tomake the appropriate control
decisions for driving safety [21]. In this scenario, there are
one Internet cloud, five edge clouds, nineteen base stations,
and one automatic vehicle. An edge cloud is responsible for
all base stations located within its coverage, and a base sta-
tion only connects with a single edge cloud. The object detec-
tion microservices are deployed on some edge clouds. The
microservices are performed by edge clouds for autonomous
vehicle with limited computational capabilities [22], [23].
Suppose that the vehicle has a trajectory shown in Fig. 1.
When the vehicle is within the coverage of edge cloud c1, the
object detection can be performed by the microservices in c1.
When the vehicle reaches edge cloud c2, the object detection
can be performed by the original microservices in c1 with a
long communication delay, or by c3 or c4 with computation
data migration, or by c2 with quickmicroservice deployment
and computation data migration. Note that, the computation
data migration is to migrate the unfinished computation task
and intermediate computation state (file system andmemory
state) to synchronize instances. A microservice should be
deployed rapidly if there is no such microservice in the
selected edge cloud. Similarly, when the vehicle reaches c4,
the object detection can be performed by c4 directly, or by

other edge clouds with possible computation migration and
microservice deployment or by Internet cloud. When the
vehicle reaches c5, the object detection can be performed by
any edge cloud or Internet cloud. Therefore, microservice
coordination is to coordinate the microservices within differ-
ent edge clouds to perform real-time object detection during
the entire journey of mobile users.

When an autonomous vehicle moves from the coverage of
one edge cloud to the coverage of another edge cloud, multi-
ple edge clouds with different computation capabilities are
available to either perform the microservices or deploy the
microservices. The object detection can be performed in three
different ways, i.e., by the previously serving edge cloud, by
Internet cloud or the edge clouds deployed with the micro-
services, or by the current edge cloud with no microservices
where the microservices will be deployed. In the first case,
there is no migration delay and cost for computation data
migration and microservice deployment, but at the expense
of communication delay. In the second case, no microservice
deployment is needed, but at the expense of communication
andmigration delay andmigration cost. In the third case, the
communication delay is lowest, with the expense of potential
migration delay and cost. Therefore, there exists a trade-off
between the overall service delay and migration cost in
microservice coordination. An optimal microservice coordi-
nation scheme is urgently needed to coordinate edge clouds
for performing the microservice sequentially, in order to
reduce the overall delay and migration cost. Note that,
microservice coordination for the duration of a mobile user’s
journey is not a simple repetitive selection of edge clouds.
The current coordination decisions may change the micro-
service deployment, which in turn affect the subsequent
decisions.

In this paper, we investigate the microservice coordina-
tion problem with the objective of minimizing the overall
delay and migration cost. The main contributions of this
work are summarized as follows:

1) We first study the microservice coordination with
the availability of information regarding the service
requests, computational capabilities of the edge
clouds, and the channel conditions. We formulate it
as a shortest-path problem with a look-ahead time
window and propose a dynamic programming-based
offlinemicroservice coordination algorithm. Through
theoretical analysis, it is proved that such offline algo-
rithm can achieve the optimal solution.

2) Furthermore, we investigate the microservice coordi-
nation problem without prior information. We for-
mulate it as Markov decision process and propose a
reinforcement learning (RL)-based online microser-
vice coordination algorithm to the optimal decision.
Through theoretical analysis, it is proved that the
proposed online algorithm can achieve near optimal
solution.

3) Experiments are implemented based on two real-
world datasets, i.e., Shanghai Telecom’s base station
dataset and Shanghai Taxi Track dataset. The results
demonstrate that the offline microservice coordina-
tion algorithm can find the optimal solution with the
lowest delay and migration cost while the online

Fig. 1. Illustration of microservice coordination in mobile edge
computing.
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microservice coordination algorithm can achieve
close-to-optimal performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents the system
model and problem formulation. Section 4 proposes the
dynamic programming-based offline microservice coordina-
tion algorithm. Section 5 presents the RL-based online micro-
service coordination algorithm and the performance analysis.
Section 6 provides experimental results. Finally, conclusions
are provided in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Microservice architecture has significant benefits in terms of
flexibility and scalability, compared with the traditional
monolithic architecture. Microservice has been drawing
great attentions in the literature [14].

To provide complex services for users using deployed
microservices, it is necessary to schedule the distributed
microservices in chains appropriately [15], [24]. For example,
Bhamare et al. [25] studied the scheduling of microservices
among multiple clouds, and presented a affinity-based
scheduling heuristic method to reduce the overall turn-
around time of an end-to-end service and the total traffic
generated. Niu et al. [16] proposed a microservice chain-
oriented load balancing algorithm which balances the work-
ing load based on the microservice requirements of chains
and minimizes delay. However, these studies on microser-
vice deployment and scheduling mainly focus on static
networks and fixed service requests. The presence of dynam-
ically changing resource availability and service requests
related to usermobility in a mobile edge computing environ-
ment has not been considered sufficiently.

With user mobility, it becomes of great challenges to
enable seamless and real-time responses to service requests
frommobile users. To address this issue, service migration is
proposed, which deals with whether, how, and where the
service should be migrated when users change their loca-
tions [17], [18], [19], [20]. For example, Yao et al. [26] studied
the VM migration in Vehicle Ad-Hoc Network, to minimize
the overall network cost for migration and normal data traf-
fic. Ksentini et al. [27] considered 1-D user mobility model
and then formulate the mobility driven service migration
problem as a Markov decision process. Then, the mobility
model is extended to 2-D mobility in [28], [29]. Taleb et al.
[29] considered 2-D random walk mobility model and apply
a Markov decision process based algorithm for optimizing
service migration decisions. Further, Plachy et al. [30]
exploited prediction of users’ movement and proposed an
algorithm to find themost suitable data communication path
or VM migration. In addition, Zhang et al. [31] proposed a
deep RL based virtual machine migration approach. Tang
et al. [32] proposed a container migration algorithm to sup-
port mobility tasks with various application requirements.
Sun et al. [33] developed a user-centric energy-aware service
migration scheme by joint optimizing the radio resource and
the computational resource.

However, these studies only focus on the migration of a
single service, without considering other deployed services
that can serve mobile users. They fail to fully utilize net-
work resources. In contrast to the above studies, we focus

on microservice coordination in mobile edge computing
while considering microservices already deployed in many
edge clouds. In our microservice coordination scheme, users
not only can access service from the current edge cloud or
the edge cloud which the service is migrated to, but also
from other edge clouds where the microservices have
already been deployed. Different from themigration of a sin-
gle service, the migration in microservice coordination refers
to the migration of unfinished tasks, not specific microservi-
ces. The microservices will not disappear with the migration
of the tasks of a single user, and can still provide service for
other users. The coordination of microservices in different
edge clouds aim to find the optimal sequence of edge clouds
to perform the microservices for mobile users, which encom-
passes the selection of edge clouds and dynamic microser-
vice deployment.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

3.1 System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a mobile edge network
G ¼ ðB [ C;EÞ with a number of base stations, a set of edge
clouds placed at the base stations, and an Internet cloud.
Denote B as the set of base stations, C as the set of clouds,
and E as the set of links between base stations. In addition,
m and n denote the number of base stations and clouds in B
and C, respectively. Each base station bi 2 Bð14i4mÞ is
assigned to one and only one edge cloud. All edge clouds
together with an Internet cloud can provide service for
users. The Internet Cloud host all of the microservices. Each
cloud ci 2 Cð14i4nÞ can be either an edge cloud or an
Internet cloud. The microservice configuration in a mobile
edge network is denoted by H ¼ fhi;tgð14i4n; t ¼ 1; :::Þ,
where hi;t represents whether cloud ci hosts the microservi-
ces at time t. Here, hi;t ¼ 1 if cloud ci hosts the microservices
at time t; otherwise, hi;t ¼ 0. Note that 8t, hi;t ¼ 1 if ci
denotes an Internet cloud. In Fig. 1, there are 19 base sta-
tions, five edge clouds, and an Internet cloud. In addition,
three microservices have been deployed according to the
mobile access pattern in mobile edge computing [34].

In Fig. 1, the autonomous vehicle captures images (video)
continuously and then transmits the detection task to nearby
edge clouds through the local base stations. Note that we call
the edge cloud that is responsible for the local base station of
the mobile user the nearby edge cloud. For simplicity, we
assume that the autonomous vehicle follows a certain path
to its destination. Its trajectory is denoted by Lu ¼ fluðtÞg,
where luðtÞ denotes the location of the vehicle at time t. As
the vehicle moves, its local base station switches seamlessly
and automatically according to the mobility management
protocol communication networks. The switch among base
stations leads to the automatic switch of the vehicle’s nearby
edge cloud. Therefore, we can determine the nearby edge
cloud of the user at time t (which is denoted by eðtÞ) accord-
ing to Lu. To handle the case in which the autonomous vehi-
cle moves from the coverage of one edge cloud to the
coverage of another edge cloud, i.e., eðtÞ 6¼ eðt� 1Þ, a service
coordination scheme is needed to determine which edge
cloud performs the computation task and whether new
microservices should be deployed. The objective ofmicroser-
vice coordination is to minimize the overall delay (consisting
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of computation delay, transmission delay, and migration
delay) and themigration cost.

3.2 Problem Definitions

3.2.1 Computation Delay

The vehicle captures videos and transmits the entire detec-
tion task to edge clouds for computing. The task at time t
can be represented by a three-parameter model Aðpt; tt; wtÞ,
where pt denotes the task input size (in bits), tt denotes the
completion deadline (in seconds), and wt is the computa-
tional intensity (in CPU cycles per bit). Taking the real-time
pedestrian detection application as an example, the vehicle
generates a video stream detection task that will be com-
puted on the edge cloud. During each time slot, the vehicle
transmits a video clip with a data size of pt.

Each edge cloud can allocate computational resources for
multiple tasks fromdifferent users simultaneously by proces-
sor sharing. However, the edge clouds have relatively limited
computational resources. It is necessary to consider the non-
negligible task execution time in a general mobile edge com-
puting system. Let fi;t denote the computational intensity
(i.e., CPU frequency) that edge cloud ci can allocate to the
task pt. If edge cloud ci is selected to execute the task pt, the
task execution time, denoted by reði; tÞ, can be calculated as

reði; tÞ ¼ ptwt

fi;t
: (1)

Note that the computation delay is defined as infinity if
fi;t ¼ 0. Furthermore, when the task generated at time t
arrives at edge cloud ci, there may be some unfinished tasks
waiting for processing due to the limited computational
capacity of edge clouds. Therefore, the queuing time should
be taken into account. Then, the total computation delay for
task pt performed by edge cloud ci is

rcði; tÞ ¼ reði; tÞ þ rqði; tÞ; (2)

where rqði; tÞ denotes the queuing time of task pt in edge
cloud ci. Let wq

i;t denote the computational intensity of
unfinished tasks in edge cloud ci and fqi;t denote the compu-
tational intensity that edge cloud ci allocate to the task wq

i;t.

The queuing time can be computed by
w
q
i;t

f
q
i;t
.

3.2.2 Communication Delay

The task data transmission can involve three steps: the data
transmission from the vehicle to its local base station through
the wireless channel; the data transmission from its local
base station to the nearby edge cloud; and the data transmis-
sion from its nearby edge cloud to the selected edge cloud.

For the wireless channel, let gt denote the channel gain
between the vehicle at location luðtÞ and its local base station
bt 2 B. Denote S as the transmission power of the vehicle,
W as the channel bandwidth, and N as the noise power.
Then, the maximum transmission rate is

trt ¼ W log2 1þ Sgt
N

� �
: (3)

In the mobile edge network, let ei;j 2 E denote the
communication delay of each link between two base

stations bi and bj. The topological structure of these base
stations is

E ¼
e1;1 � � � e1;m

..

. . .
. ..

.

em;1 � � � em;m

8><
>:

9>=
>;; (4)

where base station bi and base station bj are connected if ei;j
is finite, otherwise, they are not connected.

Each edge cloud is implemented on a base station
equipped with a server based on the existing network topol-
ogy, so the path between a base station and its edge cloud as
well as the path between edge clouds are composed of the
links in theweighted graphE. Specifically, the path from local
base station bt to selected edge cloud ci is the shortest path
between bt and ci through eðtÞ. Note that if ci denotes an Inter-
net cloud, the path between bt and ci is the path from base sta-
tion to Internet cloud through the nearby edge cloud eðtÞ and
core network. Let dði; tÞ denote the communication delay
from the local base station to the selected edge cloud ci. Then,
the overall communication delay of task pt is given by

rtði; tÞ ¼ pt
trt

þ dði; tÞ: (5)

3.2.3 Migration Delay and Cost

When the vehicle moves and the serving edge cloud
switches, an additional delay and cost are incurred because
of the computation migration and possible deployment of
microservices. Let xðtÞ 2 C denote the edge cloud that serves
the tasks at timeslot t. If the microservices cannot be found in
xðtþ 1Þ, i.e., hxðtþ1Þ;t ¼ 0, the microservices will be deployed
rapidly. The unfinished computation task and intermediate
data (file system and state data) are then migrated to xðtþ 1Þ
to synchronize instances.

The process of migrating computation data is inspired by
pre-copy memory migration [13][35]. Here, all the migration
data are pre transmitted from xðtÞ to xðtþ 1Þ while the
microservice is still running until prespecified criteria are
met. Then, the running microservice is suspended and the
remaining data are transferred to the destination edge cloud.
During the computation migration, only the downtime,
namely the time interval during which the microservice is
not running, affects the user-perceived delay. Therefore, we
only consider the downtime of migration, instead of the
overall migration time. After the migration, the unfinished
task will continue to be processed in edge cloud xðtþ 1Þ.
Since the computation time of unfinished task at the previ-
ously serving edge cloud has been counted in Eq. (1), it needs
to be recalculated. Therefore, the migration delay consists of
the downtime of the migration and the new execution time
of unfinished task.

The size of unfinished task at t is

pmt ¼ min pt;max 0; pt �
~t� rtðxðtÞ; tÞ � rqðxðtÞ; tÞ

reðxðtÞ; tÞ pt

� �� �
;

(6)

where ~t is the length of a time slot. Let ~pt denote

pt � ~t�rtðxðtÞ;tÞ�rqðxðtÞ;tÞ
reðxðtÞ;tÞ pt. If the communication delay is lon-

ger than a time slot, the ~pt is greater than or equal to pt,
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therefore pmt ¼ pt and the whole task pt should be migrated.
If only a part of task can be finished in one time slot, ~pt is

the size of unfinished task and pmt ¼ ~pt.If the task pt can be

finished in one time slot, i.e., rtðxðtÞ; tÞ þ rcðxðtÞ; tÞ4~t, ~pt
is less than or equal to 0, therefore maxf0; ~ptg ¼ 0 and there

is no data need to be migrated.
Therefore, the migration delay of pmt is:

rmðxðtÞ; xðtþ 1Þ; tþ 1Þ ¼ �tIfxðtþ 1Þ 6¼ xðtÞg
þ pmt wt

fxðtþ1Þ;tþ1
� pmt wt

fxðtÞ;t
;

(7)

where �t is the downtime of the migration and Ifyg is an
indictor function. Ifyg=1 if event y is true and Ifyg ¼ 0 oth-
erwise. The unfinished task pmt is executed in edge cloud
xðtþ 1Þ rather than the previously serving edge cloud xðtÞ,
therefore the execution time of migrated task is

pmt wt

fxðtþ1Þ;tþ1
�

pmt wt

fxðtÞ;t
. If the computing power of xðtþ 1Þ is more than xðtÞ,

pmt wt

fxðtþ1Þ;tþ1
� pmt wt

fxðtÞ;t
is less than 0 which means the migration can

reduce the execution delay. Otherwise, the migration can
increase the execution delay of migrated task. We set

rmð:; :; 1Þ ¼ 0 because there is no migration in the first time

slot. Note that the effect of both transferred file system and

memory state are considered and captured in the down-

time. Therefore, we do not need to model them separately.
The cost comprises monetary cost, migration resource

consumption, and the cost of the placement of newmicroser-
vices. Themigration cost at time tþ 1 can be expressed as

uðxðtÞ; xðtþ 1Þ; tþ 1Þ ¼ mðhi;t; xðtÞ; xðtþ 1ÞÞIfxðtþ 1Þ 6¼ xðtÞg;
(8)

where mðhi;t; xðtÞ; xðtþ 1ÞÞ is a non-decreasing function of
dðxðtÞ; xðtþ 1Þ. Note that mð:; :; 1Þ ¼ 0 and mð1; :; :Þ ¼ 0.

The microservice configuration of the edge clouds will
change according to the microservice deployment, and this
change can be expressed as follows:

hi;tþ1 ¼ 1 if i ¼ xðtþ 1Þ
hi;t else:

�
(9)

3.2.4 Problem Formulation

The ultimate goal is to find the optimal microservice coordi-
nation scheme x�ð1; . . . ;1Þ that minimizes the overall delay
and migration cost over a sufficiently long time. The overall
delay at time slot t is

rðxðt� 1Þ; xðtÞ; tÞ ¼ rcðxðtÞ; tÞ þ rtðxðtÞ; tÞ þ rmðxðt� 1Þ; xðtÞ; tÞ:
(10)

The overall delay of a microservice coordination scheme
for vehicle Lu is

RðxÞ ¼
X1
t¼1

rðxðt� 1Þ; xðtÞ; tÞ: (11)

The overall migration cost is

UðxÞ ¼
X1
t¼1

uðxðt� 1Þ; xðtÞ; tÞ: (12)

Formally, the microservice coordination problem is for-
mulated as follows:

P1 : min
xð1;���;1Þ

RðxÞ; UðxÞ (13)

s:t: rcðxðtÞ; tÞ þ rtðxðtÞ; tÞ � tt; 8t
xðtÞ 2 C; 8t: (14)

However, finding the optimal solution to P1 is difficult,
because it requires the complete information about the entire
trip of the vehicle and edge clouds, including the trajectory of
the vehicle, the parameters of all tasks, computational inten-
sity of all edge clouds, and traffic intensity of all base stations.
Therefore, depending onwhetherwe have the complete infor-
mation, we devise two coordination algorithms. The first is an
offline coordination algorithm where we know the complete
future information for a look-ahead timewindow. The second
is an online coordination algorithm in which we only know
the current information. In what follows, we will present the
offline and online coordination algorithms, respectively.

4 OFFLINE MICROSERVICE COORDINATION

In this section, we focus on the microservice coordination
problem when the complete information for the next T slots
is available. We devise an offline algorithm to find the opti-
mal solution, which is denoted as xoff . The proposed offline
algorithm can provide a theoretical upper bound on the per-
formance of any practical online algorithms. Moreover, this
offline algorithm can also be applied to the microservice
coordination problem with predicted information.

4.1 Offline Problem Formulation

When the look-ahead window size T is given, the overall
delay and migration cost of a microservice coordination
scheme for each window (containing time slots t0; . . . ; t0þ
T � 1) are as follows:

RT ðxÞ ¼
Xt0�1þT

t¼t0

rðxðt� 1Þ; xðtÞ; tÞ; (15)

UT ðxÞ ¼
Xt0�1þT

t¼t0

uðxðt� 1Þ; xðtÞ; tÞ: (16)

The offline microservice coordination problem with a
look-ahead window can be stated as follows:

P2 : min
xoff ðt0;...;t0þT�1Þ

RT ðxÞ; UT ðxÞ (17)

s:t: rcðxðtÞ; tÞ þ rtðxðtÞ; tÞ � tt; 8t 2 ½t0; t0 þ T � 1�
xðtÞ 2 C; 8t 2 ½t0; t0 þ T � 1�:

(18)

To obtain an optimal solution, we employ the simple addi-
tive weighting model to transform the problem into a single-
objective optimization problem with weakly Pareto optimal
solutions. The utility function is as follows:

FðxÞ ¼ v
RT ðxÞ �Rmin

Rmax �Rmin
þ ð1� vÞUT ðxÞ � Umin

Umax � Umin
; (19)
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where Rmax and Umax represent the maximum value of
delay and migration cost during the time window T , respec-
tively. Moreover Rmin and Umin represent the minimum
value of the delay and migration cost over time window T ,
respectively. Weight v represents the user preference for
delay, and 04v41. The optimization problem can then be
stated as follows:

P3 : min FðxÞ: (20)

The solution of P3 is a weakly Pareto optimal solution ofP2.
Note that the solution of P3 can reach Pareto optimal if
v 2 ð0; 1Þ. The according definitions and proof are as follows.

Definition 1. Solution x� 2 C is said to be a weakly Pareto opti-
mal solution of P2, if and only if there does not exist another
x 2 C such that RðxÞ < Rðx�Þ; UðxÞ < Uðx�Þ.

Definition 2. Solution x̂ 2 C is said to be a Pareto optimal solu-
tion of P2, if and only if there does not exist another x 2 C
such that RðxÞ4RT ðx̂Þ; UT ðxÞ4Uðx̂Þ.

Theorem 1. The solution of P3 is a weakly Pareto optimal solu-
tion ofP2, and the solution ofP3 is Pareto optimal if the weight
coefficientv is a positive number less than 1.

Proof. Let x� be a solution of P3. Suppose that it is not a
weakly Pareto optimal solution of P2. In this case, there
exists a solution x 2 C such that RðxÞ < Rðx�Þ and
UðxÞ < Uðx�Þ. According to the assumption of the weight-

ing coefficients, 04v41. Thus, we have v
RT ðxÞ�Rmin

Rmax�
Rmin þ ð1� vÞ UT ðxÞ� UminUmax � Umin < v

RT ðx�Þ�Rmin
Rmax�Rmin

þ
ð1� vÞ UT ðx�Þ�Umin

Umax�Umin
. This contradicts the assumption that x�

is a solution of P3. That is, x� is a weakly Pareto optimal

solution ofP2.
If v 2 ð0; 1Þ, suppose that x� is not a Pareto optimal

solution of P2. This means that there exists a solution
x 2 C such that RðxÞ4Rðx�Þ, UðxÞ4Uðx�Þ, and either
RðxÞ < Rðx�Þ or UðxÞ < Uðx�Þ. Because 0 < v < 1, we

have v
RT ðxÞ� RminRmax �Rmin þ ð1� vÞ UT ðxÞ�Umin

Umax�Umin
<

v
RT ðx�Þ� RminRmax �Rmin þ ð1� vÞ UT ðx�Þ�Umin

Umax�Umin
. This con-

tradicts the assumption that x� is a solution of P3. That

is, x� is a Pareto optimal solution of P2 if v 2 ð0; 1Þ. tu

4.2 Equivalence to the Shortest-Path Problem

The offlinemicroservice coordination problem is equivalent to
a shortest-path problem as shown in Fig. 2. In this study, we
consider that the re-selection of edge clouds to perform the
microservices and potential migration only occurs when the
nearby edge cloud switches. The layers of the shortest-path
problem correspond to the switch times of the nearby edge
cloud, rather than the actual physical time slots. Each node
represents a possible edge cloud, each edge represents a possi-
ble selection of edge clouds when the vehicle moves out of
the coverage area of the nearby edge cloud, and the weight of
each edge is the sum of the utility value from the current slot
to the next possible reselection,where the utility value of xðtÞ is

fðxðtÞ; tÞ ¼ v
rðxðtÞ; tÞ �Rmin

Rmax �Rmin
þ ð1� vÞuðxðtÞ; tÞ � Umin

Umax � Umin
:

(21)

Note that, when we compute the weight of xðtÞ at time slot t,
xðt� 1Þ has been determined, so the utility value f is only
related to ðxðtÞ; tÞ.

In Fig. 2, there are three candidate edge clouds for xðtÞ,
and the switch times of nearby edge cloud is three. The
edge cloud at time slot t0 � 1 is given, and the weight of
edge ðxðt0 � 1Þ; xðt0ÞÞ is the sum of the utility values from t0
to t0 þ 4. The endpoint is virtual and the weight of each
edge to the endpoint is 0. The weight of the shortest path is

the minimum utility value
Pt0þT�1

t¼t0
fðxðtÞ; tÞ of all possible

microservice coordination schemes, and the shortest path
corresponds to the optimal coordination scheme.

4.3 Offline Microservice Coordination Algorithm

Inspired by the approach of dynamic programming, we pro-
pose an offline microservice coordination algorithm, called
offline algorithm, to solve this shortest-path problem. The
offline algorithm is shown inAlgorithm 1,where j represents
the candidate edge clouds in the previous selection and i rep-
resents the candidate edge clouds in the current selection.
The values of F 0ðjÞ for all j represent the total utility value
from time slot t0 to the current nearby edge cloud switch,
F ði; jÞ for all i; j represents the total utility value from the
current switch of nearby edge cloud to the next switch of
nearby edge cloud, and fði; j; tÞ represents the utility value
at time slot t when the previous edge cloud is i and the cur-
rent edge cloud is j, i.e., xðt� 1Þ ¼ i; xðtÞ ¼ j.

In Algorithm 1, Lines 3–26 iteratively find the shortest
path (optimal microservice coordination scheme) for each
look-ahead time window T . The iteration starts from the sec-
ond layer of the graph in Fig. 2. When the nearby edge cloud
switches (Line 5), Line 8 selects the optimal edge cloud with
respect to the previous selection by solving the Bellman’s
equation of the problem [36]. For example, in Fig. 2, when
t ¼ t0 þ 12, F 0 is the set of the values of the nodes in the sec-
ond layer, andF is the set of theweights of the edges between
the second layer and the third layer. Line 8 selects the optimal
edge cloud from the second layer for each node in the third
layer. Cloud xiðkÞ in Line 9 denotes the optimal edge cloud at
the ðk� 1Þth switch of nearby edge cloud for edge cloud i at
the kth switch of nearby edge cloud. After iterating from t0 to
t0 þ T � 1, the algorithm can determine the optimal micro-
service coordination scheme for timewindow T .

Fig. 2. Offline scenario formulation with T ¼ 20, and the nearby edge
cloud eðtÞ switches at slots t0, t0 þ 5, and t0 þ 12.
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Algorithm 1. Offline Algorithm

Input: Lu, E, H; Aðpt; tt; wtÞ, the computational intensity of
all edge clouds and the traffic intensity of all base stations

Output: Optimal microservice coordination scheme fxðtÞg
1: Initialize t0 ¼ 1
2: loop
3: Initialize j ¼ xðt0 � 1Þ; F ði; jÞ ¼ fði; j; t0Þ; F 0ðjÞ ¼ 0; k ¼ 0
4: for t ¼ t0 þ 1; � � � ; t0 þ T � 1 do
5: if eðtÞ 6¼ eðt� 1Þ then
6: k ¼ kþ 1
7: for all i do
8: j� ¼ argminjfF 0ðjÞ þ F ði; jÞg
9: xiðkÞ ¼ j�

10: F 0ðjÞ ¼ F 0ðj�Þ þ F ði; j�Þ
11: F ði; jÞ ¼ fði; j; tÞ
12: end for
13: else
14: for all i; j do
15: F ði; jÞ ¼ F ði; jÞ þ fði; j; tÞ
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: k ¼ kþ 1
20: for all i do
21: j� ¼ argminjfF 0ðjÞ þ fði; j; tÞg
22: xiðkÞ ¼ j�

23: F 0ðjÞ ¼ F 0ðjÞ þ F ði; j�Þ
24: end for
25: j� ¼ argminjfF 0ðjÞg
26: Apply coordination scheme xj� in slot t0; � � � ; t0 þ T � 1
27: t0 ¼ t0 þ T
28: end loop

Consider a more general setting in which the set of candi-
date edge clouds is time-varying. For example, the edge
clouds can be turned on/off according to a sleeping strategy
for energy saving [37]. Determining the optimalmicroservice
coordination scheme for a varying edge cloud set is of great
challenge. However, in Algorithm 1, the set of alternative
edge clouds for each xðtÞ can be different. Therefore, this
algorithm can also be applied to a varying edge cloud set.

4.4 Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we show that the result of the offline
algorithm is the optimal solution of P3 and analyze its time
complexity.

Theorem 2. For the offline microservice coordination problem
with a look-ahead time window, Algorithm 1 provides the optimal
solution.

Proof. Define pk;n as the decision sequence of edge cloud xðtÞ
during the sub-process from the kth layer to the end, and
define p�k;n to be the result of the offline algorithm for this
sub-process. Define Vk;n as the overall utility function
of pk;n. According to j� ¼ argminjfF 0ðjÞ þ F ði; jÞg and
F 0ðjÞ ¼ argminjfF 0ðjÞ þ F ði; jÞg in Lines 8 and 10, we have

V1;kþ1ðp�1;kþ1Þ ¼ minpk;kþ1
fV1;kðp�1;kÞ þVk;kþ1ðpk;kþ1Þg:

(22)

It means that the shortest path from the beginning to the
ðkþ 1Þth layer is the minimum sum of the shortest path

from the beginning to the kth layer and the path from the
kth layer to the ðkþ 1Þth layer.

For the utility function of the overall process V1;n of all
possible schemes p1;n, according to Eq. (22), we have

V1;nðp1;nÞ ¼ V1;n�1ðp1;n�1Þ þVn�1;nðpn�1;nÞ
� minp1;n�1

fV1;n�1ðp1;n�1Þg þVn�1;nðpn�1;nÞ
¼ V1;n�1ðp�1;n�1Þ þVn�1;nðpn�1;nÞ
� minpn�1;n

fminp1;n�1
fV1;n�1ðp1;n�1Þg

þVn�1;nðpn�1;nÞg
¼ V1;nðp�1;nÞ:

(23)

Therefore, the result of the offline algorithm p�1;n is the
optimal solution of the offline microservice coordination
problem with a look-ahead time window. tu
The time-complexity of Algorithm 1 is OðjSj2T Þ, where

jSj is the number of states, because there are at most jSj2
candidate state-action pairs in Lines 7–8 and 15, and there
can be at most jSj2 � T possible selection schemes.

5 ONLINE MICROSERVICE COORDINATION

In this section, we consider the scenario in which only the
current information is known and we propose an online
algorithm to solve P1 without future information by learn-
ing the future reward of current decisions.

5.1 Equivalence to Markov Decision Process

The microservice coordination problem is a sequential deci-
sion problem and can be formulated within a Markov deci-
sion process framework.

The state at time slot t is denoted by sðtÞ ¼ fxðtÞ; hðtÞg,
where xðtÞ is the edge cloud that performs the computation
tasks and hðtÞ is the microservice instance configuration of
all edge clouds. Policy p, which makes control decisions at
any state sðtÞ, is a probability distribution on the action set,
and we use aðsðtÞÞ 2 C to represent the action of selecting
a new edge cloud for sðtÞ. This action causes the system
to transmit to a new state sðtþ 1Þ ¼ s0ðtÞ ¼ ðxðtþ 1Þ; hðtþ
1ÞÞ ¼ aðsðtÞÞ. The immediate reward of action aðsðtÞÞ is
Ra

s ¼ �fðsðtÞ; a; tÞ, where fðsðtÞ; a; tÞ is the utility value at
time tþ 1 when current state is sðtÞ and the selected edge
cloud for next time slot is a. Starting from initial state
sð0Þ ¼ s0, the long-term cumulative reward function is

Gpð0Þ ¼
X1
k¼0

gkRap
sðkÞ; (24)

where g 2 ½0; 1� is the discount factor.
The objective of the microservice coordination problem is

to find the policy pwith the maximum expected cumulative
reward, and we denote the expected value of cumulative
reward Gp at state s by state-value function

VpðsÞ ¼ E
X1
k¼0

gkRap
sðkÞjsð0Þ ¼ s

" #
: (25)
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Moreover, the optimal state-value function is

V �ðs0Þ ¼ max
p

Vpðs0Þ: (26)

Theorem 3. The optimal solution is the stationary policy obtained
by Bellman’s optimal equation V �ðsÞ ¼ maxafRa

s þ g
P

s0 P
a
s;s0

V �ðs0Þg.
Proof. From the definition of the state-value function, we

know that

V ðsÞ ¼ E GðtÞjsðtÞ ¼ s½ �
¼ E Ra

sðtÞ þ gðRa
sðtþ1Þ þ gRa

sðtþ2Þ þ � � �ÞjsðtÞ ¼ s
h i

¼ E Ra
sðtÞ þ gGðtþ 1ÞjsðtÞ ¼ s

h i
¼ E Rap

sðtÞ þ gV ðsðtþ 1ÞÞjsðtÞ ¼ s
h i

:

(27)

The last equation is true because

V ðsðtÞÞ ¼ Est;stþ1;���ðRa
stÞ þ gGðtþ 1ÞÞ

¼ EstðRa
st
þ gEstþ1;���ðGðtþ 1ÞÞÞ

¼ EstðRa
st
þ gV ðsðtþ 1ÞÞÞ:

(28)

Therefore, VpðsÞ ¼
P

a pðajsÞðRa
s þ g

P
s0 P

a
s;s0Vpðs0ÞÞ, where

pðajsÞ is the probability of taking action a at state s, and

Pa
s;s0 is the probability of transition from s to s0 by a.

According to the definition of an optimal state-value func-

tion, V �ðsÞ ¼ maxafRa
s þ g

P
s0 P

a
s;s0V

�ðs0Þg. tu

5.2 RL-Based Online Microservice
Coordination Algorithm

To find the optimal policy of the microservice coordination
problem based on Markov decision process framework, we
propose an RL-based online microservice coordination algo-
rithm, called online algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 2. RL
is concerned with how an agent ought to take actions in an
environment so as to maximize the cumulative reward. The
agent in microservice coordination can learn the long-term
cumulative reward of current selections by trial-and-error
interactionwith the dynamicmobile edge environment.

The online algorithm is inspired by the Q-learning algo-
rithm, which is one of the most popular RL methods that is
applied in many research areas, such as service migration
[34] and computation offloading [38]. In Algorithm 2, Lines
5–10 form an iteration in which the agent takes action at cur-
rent state s to move to the next state s0 by receiving an imme-
diate reward R̂ for updating the Q-table. Here, Qðs; aÞ in the
Q-table represents the expected long-term reward of taking
action a at state s. Line 6 selects the actions for state s accord-
ing to the �-greedy policy. The specific �-greedy policy used
here is

pðajsÞ ¼ 1� �þ �
jAðsÞj if a ¼ arg maxaQðs; aÞ

�
jAðsÞj else

;

�
(29)

where jAðsÞj is the number of alternative actions for state s.
The �-greedy policy balances exploitation and exploration
strategies, where exploitation selects the action with the
maximum Q value and exploration selects the other actions.

Reward R̂ in Line 7 is the predicted reward provided by the
future reward parameter prediction module according to
the historical data of edge clouds and base stations. The
specific prediction method used in this study records the
parameters and regards the mean of the records up to
the current time slot as parameters for the future reward.
The iteration is terminated when Qðs; aÞ converges. The
online algorithm considers not only the immediate reward
of current decisions, but also the future possible rewards to
determine the optimal microservice scheme along the way.

Algorithm 2. Online Algorithm

Input: luðtÞ, eðtÞ, hðt� 1Þ, Aðpt; tt; wtÞ, the computational inten-
sity of all edge clouds, and traffic intensity of all base sta-
tions at t

Output: Optimal microservice coordination scheme
1: if eðtÞ 6¼ eðt� 1Þ then
2: s0 ¼ ðxðt� 1Þ; hðt� 1ÞÞ, Q ¼ 0
3: repeat
4: s ¼ s0
5: for i ¼ t; � � � ; T do
6: Select a based on �-greedy policy

7: Observe s0, predict R̂
8: Qðs; aÞ ¼ Qðs; aÞ þ a½R̂þ gmaxa0Qðs0; a0Þ �Qðs; aÞ�
9: s ¼ s0

10: end for
11: until Qðs; aÞ converge
12: xðtÞ ¼ argmaxaQðxðt� 1Þ; aÞ
13: else
14: xðtÞ ¼ xðt� 1Þ
15: end if

5.3 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of the online
algorithm for P1 in terms of the convergence and sample
complexity, which indicate how much experience the algo-
rithm needs to learn for a given task [39].

The essence of Algorithm 2 is to approximate V using
experience learned from environment by updating the value
of Q and then make decisions according to the approximate
value function. First, we prove the convergence of the online
algorithm.

Theorem 4. The approximate state-value function in Algorithm
2 converges to a value that is at least locally optimal.

Proof. We represent the approximate value function Q as a
parameterized linear functional form with weight vector
u and the corresponding feature vector f: Q ¼ uTfs. It is
natural to use semi-gradient method updates with a lin-
ear function approximation, the gradient of the approxi-
mate value function with respect to u is rQ ¼ fs. The
update of the approximate value function reduces to the
update of the linear weight vector as follows:

utþ1 ¼ ut þ aðRtþ1 þ guTt ftþ1 � uTt ftÞft

¼ ut þ aðRtþ1ft � ftðft � gftþ1ÞT utÞ;
(30)

where we use the notational shorthand ft ¼ fðstÞ. Once
the approximate value function reaches the steady state,
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the expected next weight vector for any ut can be written
as follows:

E½utþ1jut� ¼ ut þ aðb�AutÞ
¼ ðI� aAÞut þ ab;

(31)

where b ¼ E½Rtþ1ft� andA ¼ E½ftðft � gftþ1ÞT �.
When A is positive definite, then a is set to a value

that is smaller than one over the largest value of the diag-
onal elements of A, ðI� aAÞ is a matrix whose elements
are between 0 and 1. Then, ðI� aAÞut tends to the shrink
ut, and stability is assured. Therefore, the linear approxi-
mation can converge. In the continuing case with g < 1,
matrix A can be written as

A ¼
X
s

mðsÞ
X
a

pðajsÞ
X
s0

pas;s0fðsÞðfðsÞ � gfðs0ÞÞT

¼
X
s

mðsÞ
X
s0

pðs0jsÞfðsÞðfðsÞ � gfðs0ÞÞT

¼
X
s

mðsÞfðsÞðfðsÞ � g
X
s0

pðs0jsÞfðs0ÞÞT

¼ fTDðI� gPÞf;

(32)

where mðsÞ is the stationary distribution under p, P is the
jS 	 Sj probability matrix, and D is the jS 	 Sj diagonal
matrix with mðsÞ on its diagonal.

From the above formulation, the innermatrixDðI� gPÞ
is key to determining the positive definiteness of A. Next,
we focus on the positive definiteness of the keymatrix.

The row vector of the column sums of DðI� gPÞ can
be written as

1TDðI� gPÞ ¼ mT ðI� gPÞ
¼ mT � gmTP

¼ mT � gmT

¼ ð1� gÞm;

(33)

where 1 is the column vectorwith all components equal to
1. In addition, m ¼ PTm because m is the stationary distri-
bution. All components of the key matrix DðI� gPÞ are
positive; thus, its column sums are nonnegative. The row
sums of the innermatrix are all positive becauseP is a sto-
chastic matrix and g < 1. It is well known, any matrixM
is positive definite if and only if the symmetric matrix
S ¼ M þMT is positive definite [40]. Moreover, any sym-
metric real matrix is positive definite if all of its diagonal
entries are positive and greater than the sum of the corre-
sponding off-diagonal entries [41]. Therefore, key matrix
DðI� gPÞ is positive definite and A is positive definite.
Therefore, the approximate value function can converge.tu
Finally, we analyze the sample complexity of Algorithm 2,

which indicates the number of iterations needed to achieve
the �-optimal. It is defined as follows.

Definition 3. For any fixed � > 0, the sample complexity of the
exploration of an RL algorithm is the number of timesteps t
such that the policy at time t pt satisfies V

ptðstÞ < V �ðstÞ � �.

The sample complexity of Algorithm 2 is OðjSjjAj=ð�4ð1�
gÞ8ÞÞ, where jSj and jAj are the number of states and number

of actions, respectively [39]. This reveals that the required
number of iterations is proportional to the discount factor g
and is inversely proportional to the optimal gap �.

6 EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

In this section, we compare the proposed Offline Algorithm
and Online Algorithm with several existing coordination
algorithms in terms of the overall delay and migration cost.

6.1 Dataset Description

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms,
two real-world datasets are used in experiments: Shanghai
Telecom’s base station dataset and Shanghai Taxi Track
dataset.

Shanghai Telecom’s base station dataset contains the
exact location information of 3,233 base stations and the
Internet access information of mobile users that passed
through these base stations. More specifically, the dataset
contains more than 7.2 million records of Internet accesses
through 3,233 base stations from 9,481 mobile phones dur-
ing six successive months. Each record contains the
detailed start time and end time of the base station access
for each mobile user. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the
3,233 base stations in Shanghai, where each node denotes
a base station.

The Shanghai Taxi Track dataset contains the tracks of all
4,328 taxis in Shanghai on February 20, 2007. Each track of a
taxi contains its specific location information, recorded every
about one or half minutes over the whole day. In addition,
this dataset contains the direction and instantaneous speed
of the taxi and whether the taxi is transporting passengers.
Fig. 4 shows four tracks randomly sampled from the dataset,
each distinguished by four different colors.

To measure the performance of our microservice coordi-
nation algorithms, we combined the above two datasets to
simulate a scenario where mobile users call services continu-
ously as they move. Fig. 5 shows how Shanghai Telecom’s
base station dataset and the Shanghai Taxi Track dataset
were combined. Blue points represent the track of a taxi,
green points represent the base stations, red points represent
the edge clouds, and areas filled with different colors repre-
sent the coverage of the edge cloud. The taxi moves through
many base stations and hence moves from the coverage area

Fig. 3. Distribution of all 3,233 base stations in Shanghai. Each node
denotes a base station.
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of one edge cloud to that of another. This figure shows the
nearby edge cloud switches as the usermoves.

6.2 Experiment Setup

From the 3,233 real base stations in Shanghai, we chose 400
base stations as the placement locations for the edge clouds
using a K-means clustering algorithm [42].We then deployed
150microservices on these edge clouds randomly.

According to [33], [43], each edge cloud is equipped with
multiple CPU cores, and the sum frequency is 25 Ghz. The
computation resources that an edge cloud can allocate to a
vehicle follows uniform distribution with fi;t 2 ½0; 25� Ghz.
The computation resources that the Internet cloud can allo-
cate to a vehicle is 25 GHz. The wireless channel gain gt is
127þ 30	 log d, where d is the distance between the vehicle
at location luðtÞ and its local base station bt 2 B [44]. The
channel bandwidth W is set to 20 Mhz, the noise power N
is 2	 10�13W, and the transmitted power of vehicle S is
0.5 W. The delay of each link ei;j 2 E is randomly generated
in the range 5 to 50 ms. The communication delay between
any base station and the Internet cloud is 50 ms. The queu-
ing time of tasks in each edge cloud are randomly generated
in the range 0 to 5 ms. The downtime of the migration �t is
5ms, and the migration cost m ¼ dðxðtÞ; xðt� 1ÞÞ 	 ð1� hi;tÞ.

The surrounding environment (e.g., the density of base
stations, the distribution of edge clouds and the microservice
configuration) and the track (e.g., the speed) of each vehicle
are different. To improve the reliability of experiment results,
we useMonte Carlo method and execute 1000 simulations by
optimizing the coordination for a vehicle in 1000 scenes. We
randomly selected the tracks of 1000 taxis to serve as 1000
scenes and only used 30 minutes of the track for the experi-
ments. All the resulting data in the experiments are the aver-
age values of the vehicles. We consider that the tasks
generated during the entire track follow a Poisson distribu-
tion with a mean of 0.6 Mbits/s, the computational intensity
wt is uniformly distributed within [500,1000] cycle/bits, and
the completion deadline tt is 150 ms. All the experiments
were conducted on the same computer with an Intel(R) Xeon
(R) 2.4 GHz processor with 32.0 GB of RAM, using MATLAB
with source code.

We compare the proposed Offline Algorithm and Online
Algorithm with four other existing algorithms:

1) 1-step Look-ahead: In this algorithm, we consider both
delay and migration cost, and the vehicle always
selects the edge cloudwith theminimumutility value

Fig. 4. Tracks of four taxis selected randomly from all taxis in Shanghai.
Each color represents a taxi track over a day.

Fig. 5. Detailed track of a taxi.

Fig. 6. Performance of different algorithms with respect to number of vehicles.
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in the current time slot. It is an offline microservice
coordination algorithmwith a 1-step look-ahead time
window.

2) Delay Optimal: In this algorithm, we only consider
the delay of the microservices, and the vehicle
always selects the edge cloud with minimum delay,
disregarding the migration cost.

3) Nearest Edge Cloud First: In this algorithm, the vehicle
always selects the nearby edge cloud and the compu-
tation data are migrated along with the switch of
nearby edge cloud. The microservices are deployed if
there are nomicroservices in the nearby edge clouds.

4) Random Edge Cloud: In this algorithm, the vehicle
always selects the next edge cloud randomly.

6.3 Effect of the Number of Vehicles
on Delay and Migration Cost

In this subsection, we compare the proposed Offline Algo-
rithm, Online Algorithm, and four comparison algorithms
in terms of the delay and migration cost with respect to the
number of vehicles from 200 to 1,000.

Figs. 6a and 6b show the performance of delay andmigra-
tion cost, respectively. The Offline Algorithm achieves the
best results for both delay and migration cost due to the utili-
zation of future system information. Among all the algo-
rithms, the results of the Online Algorithm are the closest to
that of Offline Algorithm. In fact, its migration cost is just
slightly worse than that of the Offline Algorithm. Compared
with the 1-step Look-ahead algorithm, the Online Algorithm
performs better in terms of delay and migration cost because
it considers the impact of future rewards on current decisions.
The delay performances of the Delay Optimal algorithm
and the Nearest Edge Cloud First algorithm are similar, and
they are better than those of the 1-step Look-ahead algorithm

because they only focus on the delay rather than both the
delay and migration cost. In addition, this causes the migra-
tion cost of the Delay Optimal algorithm and Nearest Edge
Cloud First algorithm worse than that of the 1-step Look-
ahead algorithm. The performances of all the algorithms
remain stable as the number of vehicles increases, which indi-
cates that the Offline Algorithm and Online Algorithm can be
applied to a large number of vehicles.

6.4 Effect of Switch Times on Delay
and Migration Cost

To study the impact of the switch times of the nearby edge
clouds on the performance of Offline Algorithm and Online
Algorithm, we executed the algorithms while fixing the
number of vehicles at 1,000. We then classified the vehicles
according to the switch times of nearby edge clouds in their
track. The distribution of the switch times of vehicles is
shown in Table 1. A higher switch times indicates that the
speed of the vehicle is higher or the deployment of the edge
clouds in the district is more dense, which increases the like-
lihood of selecting a new edge cloud.

Fig. 7 shows the performance evaluation results of differ-
ent algorithms with respect to the increasing switch times of
nearby edge clouds. Figs. 7a and 7b illustrate the effects on
the performance of delay and migration cost, respectively.
We can see that the delay and migration cost of Online Algo-
rithm and Offline Algorithm remain almost the same as the
switch times increases. And the migration cost of other algo-
rithms increases with increasing switch times, because the
switch between edge clouds leads to the reselection of micro-
services and increases the likelihood of microservice deploy-
ment and computation migration. The overall delay of the
Delay Optimal algorithm and 1-step Look-ahead algorithm
slightly decreases as the switch times increases. This is
because the increasing instances of reselection diminish the
impact of future reward. The migration cost of the Nearest
Edge Cloud First algorithm increases rapidly because the
service instance must be migrated if the nearby edge cloud
does not host the microservices. The migration cost of the
Nearest Edge Cloud First algorithm also increases because it
does not take into account themigration cost.

TABLE 1
Distribution of the Switch Times of Vehicles

Switch times 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of vehicles 96 145 166 157 137 100 76 57 27 12

Fig. 7. Performance of different algorithms with respect to the switch times.
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In summary, in a smart city, e.g., Shanghai, the Online
Algorithm can provide vehicles better experience than the
other four representative approaches in terms of delay and
migration cost. It is close to the globally optimal perfor-
mance provided by the Offline Algorithm.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the microservice coordi-
nation problem in mobile edge computing environments, to
select optimal edge clouds for performing the microservices
as a mobile user moves. To reduce the overall delay and
migration cost, we have proposed an offline algorithm to
find the optimal microservice coordination when future
system information is available. Furthermore, we have also
proposed an online algorithm that does not require future
system information. Through theoretical analysis, it is
proved that the offline algorithm can find the optimal
solution while the online algorithm can achieve near optimal
performance. Moreover, based on two real datasets, the
experiments are conducted, which demonstrate that the pro-
posed online algorithm outperforms several representative
algorithms in terms of delay andmigration cost, and the per-
formance is close to that of the globally optimal solutions
provided by the offline algorithm. For the future work, we
will jointly investigate microservice coordination and load
balancing amongmicroservices in themultiuser mobile edge
computing systems.
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